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FEATURES
Easy-to-use

Developed for the
fishing industry

Can be verified according to
Directive 2009/23/EC

Rugged

IP67

Catch report

Labelling

Weight
Fish species
Grading
Date/time
Area

Catch logging

Computer
networking

Easy connection to
existing network

Warranty time

Two years

No
“just to makeded!
sure-fish” nee

Software included for 		
printing of catch report
or export to Excel.

When an Ethernet 		
network is not 			
available, all the 		
weighings will
be stored in the 		
controller unit until a
		new connection is 		
detected.

Accurate
weighing

Very stable and
accurate weighing, 		
which makes up for 		
minimal margins
when selling the fish. 		
No just-to-make-sure-		
fish needed.

use!
Easy to

Push buttons that are easy to handle even with thick
gloves. When working with the system, the fish species are selected from a list. This list can be updated
at any time. Either by the build-in Ethernet connection, or changing the fish list in the controller unit
or by switching between different controller units
containing different fish lists. No need to choose
among fish species that are not used.
After each print, the label printer will feed the label out of
the stainless box, making it easy to detach the label after
each print.
The software included is also made to be easy to use. With
computer software comes the possibility to give the user
multiple choices. But we believe that with too many choices
comes confusion. So we kept it simple. However for more
advanced reports there is a possibility to export to MS
Excel for further calculations or charts.
The scale is accurate even after long use, as the compensation unit does not need recalibration. Even when travelling
long distances, where the gravity changes, the scale does

not need to be recalibrated. Normally this would call for
recalibration but the built-in compensation unit takes care
of gravity compensation in addition to the tilt and motion
compensation.
The scale makes verified weighing at sea possible, as Unisystem AB has an EC type approval for weighing at sea.
The first one of its kind. By using a verified scale, weighing can take place before entering the harbour, and thus
avoiding cost for weighing a second time.
In the best of worlds, there will never be any trouble. But
we believe accidents can happen. An Ethernet connection
gets disconnected by mistake, a network cable is broken
or the computer restarts. So we built the system with this
in mind. If the controller unit is not able to send messages
to the computer over Ethernet, the controller saves the reported weighings and waits to be connected. When a new
connection is detected the saved weighings are sent to the
computer. With no need for supervision by the user - The
eSeaSystem!

ACCESSORIES

Column mount
and rubber mat
Rubber feet for secure
mount of the scale
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